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ABSTRACT
Kerr wrote of the black box of
design decisions—that time when
the “heart of an instructional solution first appears.” Petroski writes
of judgment as indispensable for
engineering design decisions. Both
instructional design and engineering
are design sciences, yet engineering
has a rich tradition of discussing
and reflecting upon design decisions.
Engineering shares a language by
which they can discuss the decisions
that underlay designs and, so may
learn from failures and allow their
practice to evolve. This paper suggests means by which instructional

Businesses have fundamentally
changed over the past two decades.
With these changes come new challenges and opportunities for those involved in performance and training.
In 1988, Peter Drucker wrote that in
20 years “...the typical business will
be knowledge-based, an organization composed largely of specialists
who direct and discipline their own
performance through organized
feedback from colleagues, customers,
and headquarters.” Thomas Stewart
(1997) concurs that this change is
occurring. He writes, “Knowledge is
instilled in physical work, making
it ‘smarter’; knowledge work substitutes for physical; and more and more
people are what might be classed pure
knowledge workers.” A “knowledge
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design may begin to develop a language of design.
Design is depicted as process involving three spheres. Sphere One—skills,
Sphere Two—practice, and Sphere
Three—application.
By developing a language to discuss
and reflect upon Sphere Two processes,
practitioners may share their practice,
learn from each other, and encourage
the field to evolve so that we may meet
the changing needs of a knowledge economy. Herein, a proposal to encourage the
development and use of a language to
discuss Sphere Two decisions is detailed
and initial steps are explored.

creating” company must continually innovate in order to cope with
constant market evolution (Nonaka,
1991). In such an environment, when
there is more information needed
more quickly, when that information
is in near-constant change, when
timelines for developing instruction
seem ever shorter, and when there is
a greater need for information customized for particular users delivered
just-in-time, it becomes ever more
important to consider performance
support interventions as adjuncts or
replacements for training. However,
while the instructional design field
has established models that support
the development and evaluation of
training, we need models, which can
help practitioners explore a range of
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interventions, which can meet the
needs of the evolving workforce. In
this paper, we turn to an examination
of what Kerr calls the black box of
design decisions (Kerr, 1983) and investigations of the design process in
the fields of engineering and architecture to provide a direction toward the
development models and the means
to discuss and improve those models
and our practice.
Kerr focuses on a crucial time in
design—when a designer chooses
which instructional approach to take.
These decisions shape the intervention, setting an initial direction and
continually directing the development. Kerr believes that the models
of the field “make the procedure look
deceptively easy…While algorithms
for instructional design and decision
tables attempt to provide a clear picture of just how the designer operates
during those few crucial minutes or
seconds when the heart of an instructional solution first appears.”
It is by looking within the processes
that we as designers of instruction go
through while making crucial design
decisions that we may develop the
potential for expansion and evolution of our field’s practice. If we can
investigate, discuss, and reflect upon
these design decisions and evaluate
decisions in light of results, we have a
powerful tool for guiding and improving practice. Kerr looked for guidance
to the design fields of art, artificial
intelligence, and architecture. In
this paper, we look to architecture
and engineering.
Instructional design is often associated with engineering and other
design sciences. Bern (1967), for example, argued that the engineering
metaphor was increasingly literal
and pertinent to education in the
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post-Sputnik era. He traced the roots
of the idea of “educational engineering” to the 1920s. More recently, the
works of Gibbons and Clark have
reiterated the view of instructional
design as a design science like engineering (Clark, 2002; Gibbons, 2000).
Clark writes, “ISD is modeled after
similar systems methodologies used
in all professions that are based on
design sciences, professions such as
engineering and information technology.”
Henry Petroski, an engineering
professor at Duke, has written extensively on the processes by which
engineers develop designs and analyze failure (Petroski, 1992a, 1992b,
1994). Petroski characterizes each
engineering design as a hypothesis.
When engineers design a bridge, they
are constructing a hypothesis that a
particular combination of materials
will work in a specific situation, based
on the lessons from past projects.
What makes a design successful?
Petroski emphatically states it is
judgment, a term that mirrors Kerr’s
design decision.
The first and most indispensable design tool is judgment. It is
engineering and design judgment
that not only gets projects started
in the right direction but also keeps
a critical eye on their progress and
execution. .. It is judgment that
separates the significant from the
insignificant details, and it is judgment that catches analysis going
astray…The single most important
source of judgment lies in learning
from one’s mistakes and those of others. (Petroski, 1994 p.121)

When a bridge fails, engineers
revisit the design decisions that were
made to see what decisions (judgment)
proved to be incorrect. Engineering
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has a language for discussing and
However, there are differences beevaluating what choices were made
tween engineering and instructional
and what decisions led to the failure.
design. Success and failure are more
During the 1830s, it was common
apparent in engineering design than
knowledge that suspension bridges
in instructional design. Even great
could not be built so that they were
designers will build very few bridges
stable enough to be seriously considin their career. A project may take deered for heavy traffic. Suspension
cades to develop, approve, and build.
bridges had been built, and when
So, there is a great impetus to investhey failed, engineers would distigate and consider design decisions
cuss how they broke and why. These
before, during, and after a project.
discussions included weight of the
Conversely, instructional designers
roadway, vibrahave no clear meations from wind or
sure of a failed intraffic (marching
tervention. Failure
It is by looking
soldiers), different
is never so obvious
within the
types of braces, and
as a leaning or fallstiffness of materien tower, nor is it so
processes that
al. John Roebling,
clear-cut—rarely
we as designers
who designed the
will an intervenNiagara Bridge
tion not improve
of instruction
and the Brooklyn
anyone’s perforgo through
Bridge, studied the
mance. There is
while making
failures and sucalso an economic
cesses. After builddisinclination to
crucial design
ing the successful
dig for failure—in
decisions that
Niagara Bridge,
a world where
he wrote “…what
there is often only
we may develop
means have been
funding for level
the potential for
used in the Niagaone evaluation,
expansion and
ra Bridge, to make
who (beyond acait answer for Raildemics) can afford
evolution of our
way traffic? The
to examine the refield’s practice.
means employed
sults of an instrucare Weight, Girdtional intervention
ers, Trusses, and
and then investiStays. With these any degree of stiffgate the design decisions made so
ness can be insured, to resist either
that one may reflect upon the impact
the action of trains, or the violence
of those decisions on the resultant
of storms, or even hurricanes” (ibid).
success or failure of the intervenWorldwide, engineers evidenced an
tion. In short, instructional designinterest in communicating the reason
ers will not, as one engineer did for a
for failure and their design decisions
failed bridge, alter their travel plans
by which they believed they could
to study the spectacular failure of an
obfuscate failure. Such language
instructional intervention.
permits reflective evaluation, and
While an excellent designer, if
evolution of the practice of design.
pressed, could probably answer
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questions about why they chose to
chunk the instruction as they did,
why they included certain elements
in the instruction and others in the
performance guide, why the classes
were scheduled as a three hour introduction and an online performance
system or a five day boot camp or
three weekends spaced a month
apart, this kind of consideration is
not part of the practice of instructional design. A recent ERIC search
for instructional design and design
decision resulted in 23 hits. Only
Kerr’s article actually addressed
the processes of design decisions.
This consideration is part of the
black box into which Kerr was trying to look and key to opening the
box is the development of a common
language by which we can discuss
our decisions, just as engineers (and,
as we will soon see, some architects)
do. By developing a language, which
enables us to discuss the design of
interventions, be they performance
enhancements, or instruction, we
may create a tool, which enables
us to more deeply evaluate, reflect
upon, and learn from our practice.
How can we go about developing
such a design language? Both Kerr
and Petroski make a distinction between skills, design decisions, and application to a specific task. Let us look
at design as involving three spheres
of activity (see Figure 1). Each sphere
involves knowledge, processes, and
decisions. Sphere One concerns skill
and “tool” knowledge—whether is it a
physical tool or a tool such as a task
analysis or programming knowledge.
This knowledge is independent of
any particular project. Sphere Two
decisions are also independent of a
specific project. These are the generic
processes, which guide design deci58

sions—what types of interventions
work in different circumstances.
Sphere Three process and decisions
involve the application of Sphere One
skills and knowledge and Sphere Two
design decisions to a specific problem.
It may help to think of Sphere One as
Skills; Sphere Two as Practice; and
Sphere Three as Application. A more
detailed look at each Sphere follows.
Sphere One processes and knowledge are the usual curriculum taught
to aspiring practitioners. We can think
of Sphere One as being what you need
to know to “do” the work of a field. In
engineering, this includes knowledge
of materials, building processes, and
understanding of the affects of environment on a structure. In building,
this would include knowledge of tools.
In instructional design, this would include learning theory, techniques for
needs and task analysis, knowledge
of media, methods to assess performance gap, and knowledge of different types of interventions. One may
talk of Sphere One decisions (do I use
a table saw or a skill saw) and Sphere
One skills or knowledge (ability to use
either type of saw). Most Sphere One
knowledge is explicit. It involves both
individual and group knowledge
(Cook & Brown, 1999).
Sphere Three decisions and
knowledge involve the process of applying skills and design decisions to a
specific intervention. This is the area
we can currently point to and reflect
upon in our practice of designing interventions. Sphere Three knowledge
may reside in all of Cook and Brown’s
four types of knowledge (individual/
tact, individual/explicit, group/tacit,
group/explicit) as well as the generative interaction between knowledge
as a tool and knowing, the action of
using that knowledge in a practice.
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“Each of the forms of knowledge is
brought into play by knowing when
knowledge is used as a tool in interaction with the world. Knowledge,
meanwhile, gives shape and discipline to knowing” (Cook & Brown, p.
393). Sphere Three processes produce
the most obvious product of an intervention. Whether a training book, an
instructor’s guide, a CD ROM, a performance support sheet, a redesign
of workflow, a management change,
or providing better lighting to improve performance, Sphere Three
involves creating the end product of
the practice of performance improve-

ment. This is what we point to when
someone asks us what we do. This is
the deliverable.
Sphere Two decisions are the design decisions inside Kerr’s black box,
a designer’s Practice. When Roebling
wrote of his four means (weights,
girders, trusses, stays) by which he
insured the necessary stiffness of a
bridge, he was expressing a design
decision not connected to a specific
application. Similarly, such underlying decisions as: “competition makes
them learn faster,” or “15% training
to 65% performance system,” or “immerse them in a boot camp style,” or

+
Sphere One

Sphere Two

Skills, Tool knowledge

Practice, Design Decisions

Sphere Three

Application - Buiding Interventions

Figure 1. The three spheres of design.
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“make it sexy and they will learn” are
made in each of the three spheres of
all design decisions not connected to
design, we have a new and powerful
a specific application, but are generic,
tool for reflecting upon and discussSphere Two decisions. Sphere Two ining interventions in order to learn
volves stepping back from the specific
from experience and obfuscate failapplication and making design deciure. For example, if you built a roof
sions that shape the intervention.
and there was a problem, Sphere
Where do we look for performance
One problems (might include bad
problems? What is most significant?
shingles, not knowing how to cut
What interventions will make the
properly, not knowing how to install
most difference? What blend of
shingles.) Sphere Three problems
training, support, management,
would include not following the plan
and environment
and building too
interventions will
flat a roof, not
provide the most
overlapping the
By viewing design
effect for the best
shingles enough
in this manner
cost? What kinds
(installers had
and reflecting
of interventions
the knowledge—
will work with this
Sphere One—but
upon the decisions
population? All of
didn’t do it in
made in each of
these types of questhis case—Sphere
tions are Sphere
Three). Sphere Two
the three spheres
Two decisions.
problems would
of design, we
This is the reinclude planning a
have a new and
gion where skill
flat roof in a heavy
and art mesh.
rain area, not propowerful tool for
These decisions are
viding a place for
reflecting upon
the reasons why
the water to drain
an experienced
away. Sphere Two
and discussing
and gifted practigeneric processes
interventions in
tioner will develop
might tell you to
order to learn
a more effective
consider drainage
intervention than
when planning a
from experience
a neophyte will.
roof—flows and
and obfuscate
Most of the Sphere
pitch. In instrucTwo knowledge
tional design, the
failure.
is currently tacit/
division is not
individual knowlas conceptually
edge. It is our contention that if we
simple, but may yield results that
could discuss and consider Sphere
are more valuable.
Two decisions, developing group/
If a performance intervention
explicit knowledge of these decisions,
did not work, Sphere One problems
the growth of knowledge in the field
would include poor task analysis,
would be enhanced. Our field’s Pracbad interviewing to find performance
tice would grow.
gaps, mistakes in graphics and text,
By viewing design in this manner
programming problems, flaws in user
and reflecting upon the decisions
testing methods. Sphere Three in60
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volves actually designing and building the instruction, so Sphere Three
mistakes involve errors in how an
intervention was planned and how
it was “built”. Was the writing, the
graphic design, the implementation
faulty? Did the instruction close the
gap?
When evaluating interventions
for Sphere Two problems, it is useful
to distinguish between two types of
processes—foundation and design.
An example of a foundation type of
Sphere Two decision is performance
gaps identification (gaps identified as
training gaps are often problems in
communication, structure, or motivation). Sphere Two foundation type decisions include where to look, how to
probe, and what to “smell for.” While
each project will result in different
implementations, there are methods
which all of us use, whether explicitly
or not, to guide our investigation. Decisions of how much user testing to
do is another Sphere Two foundation
decision. The standard guide is “test
to redundancy.” When your data start
repeating, you have discovered most
of what you can get. In addition, formulaic approaches to instructional
design, such as direct instruction
(Engelmann, 1977) provide an excellent example of Sphere Two processes—generic methods that can be
applied in multiple interventions.
Design types of Sphere Two processes offer guidance in the final
product of an intervention. Examples
include:
1. Develop to the audience—a
technical audience usually wants
specifics and details and suspect
glossy presentation is hiding a lack
of substance, a sales audience wants
it fast and flashy.
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2. Answer the underlying need.
Often problems identified as training
interventions actually are motivation
or information problems. Look to the
terminal result desired and develop
an intervention that may not include
any training.
3. Importance of face-to-face,
informal interactions. A critique of
online instruction is the lack of water
cooler interactions. Thinking of the
importance of face-to-face, one might
design a course with a required onsite
first meeting, or online informal communications exercises.
Such Sphere Two design type
decisions and processes cannot be expressed as a single word. This is where
we must begin to develop a language
for discussing design. For guidance,
we turn to the work of Christopher
Alexander and his “pattern language.”
Alexander has done extensive work on
the development of such design patterns for architecture. (Alexander,
1979; Alexander et al., 1977) Each
pattern is several pages long. Each
one is a window into a single recurring design decision, a direction, a
consideration. In the form developed
by Alexander, each pattern contains a
context, a problem, a discussion, and a
solution. For example, one pattern is
“window place”. In rooms that work,
there is a window place, where one
can stop and sit and look out of the
window. There is a place to sit. There
is something to see. Good rooms have
a window place. It is a design decision
to put such a place in a room. Perhaps
the greatest value of Alexander’s patterns is that, once written, they may
be discussed and debated. Designers
can discuss why they put a window in
a particular place and the purpose it
will serve. Alexander will be discussed
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in greater detail later. However,
imagine the power for performance
practitioners of being able to describe
decisions made about the design of
an intervention in such a way. To be
able to evaluate, reflect upon, and
learn from not only the end product,
but also the Sphere Three foundation
and design decisions that shaped and
directed the design of the performance
intervention would allow us to learn
from successes and failures, to open
the black box, to engage in what Cook
and Brown call the generative dance.
Instructional designers usually
learn Sphere One knowledge in school
and do Sphere Three work in their career. They spend little time considering Sphere Two decisions. However, it
is Sphere Two where most interventions will succeed or fail and it is by
studying Sphere Two decisions that
we have the greatest chance to learn
and evolve as practitioners and as
a field. We typically evaluate trainings by looking at Sphere Three end
products. We currently only have
a language for evaluating Sphere
Three results. The problem with only
looking at Sphere Three results is
that it does not give a clear means to
obfuscate failure. However, a Sphere
Two evaluation of the foundation and
design type decisions that led to the
final product does provide a means for
such reflection. For example, for the
evaluation of a recent performance
intervention, we used the following
Sphere Two explanations:
Stated goals were to create a
knowledge base. We decided to
conduct onsite observation and interviews. Questions focused on what
killer app would drive them to use an
online tool. Using Weick’s sensemaking, evaluated interviews and observations. Conclusions—need was
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communications tools. Specifically:
need for fast discovery of specialists,
up to date inventory data, tools to
support unofficial communications.

In instructional design, we do not
have a common language for considering what Sphere Two decisions were
made to construct an intervention, so
even if we want to begin this type of
conversation, we lack the means. We
need a method...a language, which
will enable us to discuss, to evaluate,
and to learn from the Sphere Two
design decisions. These decisions get
to the heart of what Cook and Brown
call genre (Cook & Brown, 1999) or
group tacit knowledge. It is my belief
that Sphere Two decisions lay at the
heart of design and that it is crucial
to the evolution of our field that we
develop methods of discussing and
learning from these Sphere Two decisions. A journey of a thousand miles
begins with a single step. The following proposal offers a direction for
our first steps in the development of
the means and inclination to discuss
Sphere Two design decisions.

A Proposal
Instructional design as a field
needs to develop means to reflect
upon, discuss, and communicate design decisions—to open the black box.
The following activities would serve to
encourage the development of the field
as a design science, the ability to discuss the application of these processes
and the recognition that reflection and
communication is crucial to the continued growth of our field.
1. A field wide effort to develop a
“language” for communicating the
process of a project and analyzing
successes and failures. This development should be a major goal
Performance Improvement Quarterly

throughout the field and the practice
design that (1) teach the methods of
of analysis of training products using
analyzing practice and (2) use the
this “language” should become stanmethods to review and evaluate past
dard practice. The work of Alexander
and current instructional intervenand those in the software design comtions for successes, failures and posmunity can guide this activity.
sible improvements.
2. Continued emphasis of the im4. Encouragement of “cross-culportance of this effort and analysis to
tural” development teams working on
our field by:
authentic development projects with
a. Inclusion of such analyses as regustudents from other design fields
lar sections in major journals of
including architecture, information
the field.
design, engineering, and graphics
b. Establishment of
with the expressed
working groups
goal to be the deon process lanvelopment of group
It is my belief
guage by ISPI
understanding of
that Sphere Two
(International
the design proSociety for Percess—discussions
decisions lay
formance Imof how decisions
at the heart of
provement),
are made.
design and that
AECT (AssociA Process
ation for Eduit is crucial to
cational ComLanguage
the evolution of
munications
In order to disand Technolocuss the design
our field that we
gy), and AERA
decisions we make
develop methods
(American Edwhile developing
of discussing and
ucational Reinterventions, we
search Associamust develop a
learning from
tion) with recommon language
these Sphere Two
ports
issued
to describe what
throughout the
we do during
decisions.
year and public
Sphere Two deciforums
presions. What did
sented at conferences. Outreach/
we identify as the main inhibitors
promotion by these groups at inof performance? Why did we decide
dustry conferences including
on a training intervention? What
Online Learning and Training.
other types of interventions did we
c. Development of a knowledge
consider? Why did we decide to use
repository by a professional aspictures to support one part of insociation (ISPI, ASTD, or AECT)
struction and text only for another?
of proposed and accepted patterns
Why did we decide to use humor
along with discussion areas to ento present a section? How many
courage consideration of patterns
people did we interview to asceras they evolve.
tain the population characteristics?
3. Mandatory courses within maHow many assessment items were
jor degree programs in instructional
included at what points?
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If we have the means to talk about
these decisions, we can revisit these
decisions to analyze what works and
does not work in interventions. For
guidance in the development of such
a process language, we turn to the
work of Christopher Alexander.
Mr. Alexander, an architect and
faculty member at UC Berkeley
has had far-reaching influence on
engineering, building, social policy,
computer programming and architecture. His ideas, put forth in two
books, A Timeless Way of Building
and A Pattern Language detail his
group’s attempts at developing such
a language for the design of buildings.
Alexander (1979), in his studies of
buildings throughout the world has
developed the following ideas:

must go together for our designs to
work? Alexander demonstrates the
use of patterns in designing a house
and a collection of buildings. He
demonstrates how using such a language allows a designer to talk about
decisions made and to continually
improve. This work provides a blueprint for the task that lies ahead and
a promise of what is possible once the
task of developing a language begins
to generate results.

1. There is a design that is right,
correct for a given time, and place.
It is possible to specify that correct
design.
2. It is possible to develop a language of patterns that define a problem and a solution. These patterns,
once developed can be discussed, argued about, amended and used. Their
use can be reviewed and discussed.
3. We must design for ourselves.
When we try to design for others, we
stray from the useful to the fashionable.
4. Building is never complete;
there is a continuous process of repair
as needs of the users change.

Let us look at a pattern from A
Pattern Language, called “workspace
enclosure” to get an idea of what a
pattern looks like. This pattern is the
part of the consideration Alexander
thinks should go into the design of an
office. This piece is the design of a particular workspace. The problem this
pattern addresses is, “People cannot
work effectively if their workspace is
too enclosed or too exposed. A good
workspace strikes the balance.” A
discussion of approaches, methods of
discovery and conclusions too lengthy
to reproduce here follows. Finally, a
solution is offered in a way that can
be applied in many different settings.
It is followed by a rough sketch of a
possible implementation as well as
other patterns that are integrally
connected to this pattern. The “solution” calls for an area of at least 60
square feet with significant window
and openings. The person behind the
desk should look out into a larger
space with at least eight feet clear.

Alexander provides a model for
developing a language to talk about
design. Can we begin to examine
instruction or performance support
with this eye? Is it possible to identify instruction or support tools that
are “good”? Can we begin to identify
what makes them good? What pieces
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Each pattern describes a problem that occurs over and over
again in our environment, and then
describes the core of the solution to
that problem, in such a way that you
can use this solution a million times
over, without ever doing it the same
way twice. (Alexander, 1977, p. x)
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There should be a connection with
a function to a portal, for example.
other works, but never more than
People resist new things. They cost
eight workspaces within view or
time, energy and may not work. There
earshot of one another (Alexander,
is a natural conservatism—if it ain’t
1977, p. 851).
broke…don’t fix it. The solution is:
We need to begin to identify patLook for the Killer App. The killer
terns in the design of performance
app is a term from computer evoluinterventions. Alexander’s patterns
tion. It refers to the application that is
narrow in scope from regions, to citso important, so useful, so compelling
ies, to neighborhoods, to structures,
that it drives people to adopt a new
to building techniques. We might find
system…a new way of doing things.
patterns in each of the areas of sysSpreadsheets drove businesses to
temic design—pataccept the need for
terns which guide
personal computwho to talk to when
ers. Email drove
Patterns are more
understanding the
the development
statements of
problem, patterns
of the internet.
guiding what to
Desktop publishpolicy than linear
look for, patterns
ing drove the
instructions. They
guiding what and
adoption of laser
may be applied
how much to ask,
printers. Browsers
patterns to guide
drove the adoption
differently in
where to look for
of the web. When
every instance, but
a solution. There
considering a syswill be hundreds
tem, when talking
provide a coherent
of patterns which
to potential users,
approach to
weave together to
be searching for
design.
form performance
a killer app. What
interventions. For
function could be
example, one patincluded in the
tern I use regularly is one called,
system that would save so much
“Killer App.” The problem may be
time, that would be so useful that it
stated: People are busy. They do not
would drive users to take the time to
want to use new systems. The conlearn to use the system, to open up yet
sideration is: The best performance
another window on their computer.
system in the world will do no good
Always design at least one killer app
if it is not used. However, unless
in every intervention so that users
coerced, many new systems will
will use what you build.
not be used, even if they are useful.
Patterns are more statements of
Sometimes we can coerce use. If it is
policy than linear instructions. They
a training intervention, we can take
may be applied differently in every
them away from their work and put
instance, but provide a coherent apthem in a class. If it is a system, we
proach to design. The above example
may tie use to pay or other carrot/
is given not to provide a straight jackstick options. Sometimes we can try
et that must be copied, but to provide
to tie the system in with other sysa starting point for the discussion of
tems that are already used—adding
how to develop our own language of
Volume 16, Number 4/2003
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patterns. We must first begin to identify when we make design decisions,
what problems we are answering at
those points, and then see if there are
recurring answers we use that result
in good interventions.
Alexander’s work has inspired software architects who attempt to build
a pattern language for designing large
software systems. Perhaps the most
accessible book is Gabriel’s Patterns
of Software (Gabriel, 1996), but there
is an extensive, technical literature
detailing the efforts to develop pattern language for software developers.
These examples can provide guidance
as our field attempts to develop our
own pattern language. Perhaps the
most important lesson learned from
software developers is that the process
of developing a language has great
value on its own. As practitioners
discuss, argue and come to understandings of what “works” and what
are the underlying principles, they
develop a greater understanding of
their practice. Weick calls this sensemaking (Weick, 1995), where meaning is developed through the process
of reaching unified understandings.
This holds great promise to our field.
By undertaking the consideration of
performance interventions, examining what design decisions have been
made, and judging whether or not
the intervention has proven useful,
we begin to develop the language
and the abilities to distinguish what
design decisions are made. We begin
to develop both means and inclination
to examine our work as designers. If
we do that, we will certainly begin to
expand our methods for supporting
performance, not based on what new
technology is hot, but on effective
design decisions. It hardly matters
what form a language for talking
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about Sphere Two processes takes,
what matters is that we, as a field
begin to talk about it, to work toward
it. The arguments that such discussions is certain to generate will build
our knowledge and understanding of
our practice…our genre. Secondly, the
proposition offers actions that serve to
elevate the importance of this work.
We are academics and must make this
effort important in areas we view as
important—journals, conferences,
classes and activities. We, as a field,
must begin to explore and must share
our explorations with each other. One
of the main professional organizations should establish a knowledge
base where a continuing dialog may
take place—posting suggested and
established patterns, discussion of
uses and utility of such patterns, and
suggested changes and new patterns.
This may become a vibrant area of consideration and discussion. The goal is
not the “Answer,” but to consider the
Question as a regular part of practice.
This is the generative dance Cook and
Brown talk of where knowledge (individual, group, tacit and explicit) and
knowing interact to create knowledge.
These considerations will certainly
change over time (ongoing repair in
Alexander’s words), but will continue
to help our field evolve.
Evidence of Need
There is ample empirical evidence
of the lack of such considerations
within our field and a need to develop such a language. Offered here are
four very brief indications - a review
of current literature, a review of some
graduate programs in IST, experiences at conferences, and finally, a brief
analysis of a recent large misadventure in the field all demonstrate the
value of this exercise.
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Review of Literature. Most of the
literature in IST looks at use of artifacts instead of process of design.
Most scholarly writings, even those
specifically detailing an instructional
tool, talk about the effect on learning
or some other aspect of use. Nine journals published in 2002 were reviewed
(Educational Technology Research
& Development—2 issues, Performance Improvement Quarterly,
Journal of Learning Science, Journal
of Educational Computing Research,
Journal of Educational Technology
and Society, Journal of Research on
Technology in Education, Interactive Learning Environments and
Educational Media International).
Seventy-one articles were examined
for exposition of design considerations and methods. Of those 71, 62
offered no such information. Of the
nine that did, two were new conceptualizations of the ISD model and only
three offered real insight into design
decisions. None talked about how to
talk about such decisions.
Review of Programs. Similarly,
a review of course descriptions for
three Ph.D. programs in instructional technologies (Florida State
University, Indiana University, Utah
State University) showed no classes
that might be construed to address
Sphere Two considerations. There
was marked similarity in programs.
All offered theory, research classes,
a class or two on systems and several on building interventions. There
were no classes that discussed design
theory across disciplines.
Industry Conferences. Industry conferences (Online Learning,
Training, ISPI and ASTD) evidence
great interest in design decisions.
Attendees want to know specifics—problems, solutions, and design
Volume 16, Number 4/2003

decisions. Theory is not as useful to
practitioners as examples from the
trenches. Some of the best-attended
sessions during these conferences are
“State of the Industry” presentations,
which demonstrate a small group of
cutting edge projects, complete with
discussions of initial tasks, design
decisions, development challenges,
costs, and timelines. People in industry want and need this information.
As a field, we must not turn away
from this expressed need.
The Trouble with Learning Objects.
Over the past several years, there has
been a great interest in the concept of
reusable learning objects. Millions of
dollars have been invested. However,
some very fundamental problems
with learning objects have arisen.
Beyond concerns about objectifying
knowledge, it is becoming clear that
the idea of objects brought together
on the fly is pedagogically unsound.
Learning objects cannot create good
instruction because they offer information without context. There are
potential benefits to the interest and
work with learning objects. These
include (1) encouraging the development of smaller, more modular bits
of instruction; (2) allowing teachers
or designers to bring together webbased elements more easily—a digital library of elements to use when
building instruction; (3) objects being
used to support performance—short
pieces of information providing specific answers to user inquiries—instead of as instructional objects.
While these potential gains are
noteworthy, they are a far cry from
the initial utopian view of learning
objects that foretold of learners being
able to retrieve disparate bits on the
fly based on individual assessment
and preferences, netting huge sav67

ings and increases in quality. Why
did so many believe the initial pipe
dream? Why was it not obvious that,
technical questions aside, learning
objects could not create good instruction?
It was because we, as a field, are
not clear about the processes designers engage in during Sphere Two.
In the fantasy of learning objects,
user testing and survey can give us
Sphere One information—we can
know the terminal result expected,
the learner’s knowledge/skill level,
and user preferences. Sphere Three
is taken care of—the pieces will be
displayed on screen. However, we do
not know enough about these Sphere
Two decisions - the process of making
the many design decisions between
all the different options for a specific
person in a specific setting to develop
an effective intervention which may
not even be a training intervention,
but performance support, motivation or some other action. We cannot explain how these decisions are
reached, so it would not be possible to
tell a machine how to make them. In
addition, the more we consider what
those Sphere Two processes involve,
the more clear it becomes that they
cannot be done on the fly. As Alexander writes:
In short, no pattern is an isolated
entity. Each pattern can exist in the
world, only to the extent that is supported by other patterns: the larger
patterns in which it is embedded,
the patterns of the same size that
surround it, and the smaller patterns which are embedded in it.
This is a fundamental view of the
world. It says that when you build
a thing you cannot merely build
that thing in isolation, but must
also repair the world around it, and
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within it, so that the larger world at
that one place becomes more coherent, and more whole; and the thing
which you make takes its place in
the web of nature, as you make it.
(Alexander et al., 1977, p.xiii)

Learning objects cannot work.
Had we known more about the
practice of designing performance
interventions, this would have been
apparent several years ago.

Conclusions
Instructional design/performance
improvement is a design field that
does not discuss the work of design,
the black box. It functions now as an
information gathering field with the
Sphere Two decisions being made
individually, with no consistency and
with little sharing of process, knowledge, or learning. Currently, there are
no means to communicate, discuss,
and reflect upon the process of design.
Because of this, there is no way to go
back and learn from failure, so there
is no impetus to discover failure. The
result is a field that is still locked in
the techniques developed decades
ago. Instead of improving design, we
have become promoters of new toys
to present the same techniques with
more flash and sizzle.
In order to evolve, we must learn
to talk about design. We must take
action to develop methods to reflect
upon Sphere Two processes, to truly
evaluate the design of our interventions. It must become standard
practice to explain interventions by
the design decisions made and to
evaluate designs in the same way. If
we take on this challenge, there will
be some lovely rows as we finally
begin to open the black box. As we
become more accustomed to discussPerformance Improvement Quarterly

ing design, we may discover that we
can have greater impact developing
interventions that explore performance improvements other than
training. Whatever the result, we
can explain for the first time what
we are doing, why we have made the
decisions we have made and discuss,
analyze, and learn from successes
and failures. The field may evolve,
meeting the changing needs of business. No longer in danger of becoming marginalized in a knowledge
economy where jobs often change too
quickly to offer an adequate return
on development costs, we may be able
to offer real solutions to current and
future problems. These are actions
worth taking.
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